When a robot arm(s) conducts some tasks on a satellite, the satellite attitude stability is necessary against the robot arm's motion to maintain the communication link and to generate electrical power from the solar panel(s). However the reaction from the robot arm is much stronger than the natural environmental disturbance torque that the traditional satellite attitude control system cares. National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA) launched an Engineering Test Satellite named ETS-VII which has 2m long robot arm and handles payload of up to 400kg. Mass of the satellite is 2.5t and therefore, the reaction form the robot arm is not negligible. This paper introduces the coordinated satellite attitude and onboard robot arm control and its experiment results gained by the ETS-VII satellite.
Introduction
When a robot arm(s) conducts some tasks on a satellite, the satellite attitude stability is necessary against the robot arm's motion to maintain the communication link and to generate electrical power from the solar panel(s). However the reaction from the robot arm is much stronger than the natural environmental disturbance torque that the traditional satellite attitude control system cares. Nov.1997 There are many studies about the dynamics and control of robot arm equipped satellite. Those can be classed as follows.
(1)Studies on the motion and control of the satellite mounted robot arm when the satellite attitude is not actively controlled. Most studies discuss the robot control algorithm which minimize the satellite attitude error or direct the satellite attitude to a desired direction without active satellite attitude control.(Ref.1-7) (2)Studies on the satellite attitude control against the robot arm's reaction. Most papers(Ref. [8] [9] [10] use the feed-forward control to cancel the robot arm's angular momentum. However most paper does not consider how to assure the stability of the satellite attitude against the excess disturbance generated by the large or fast robot arm motions.
The author of this paper discussed in several papers (ref-14,15,19) that the satellite attitude and antenna's direction of the robot arm equipped satellite must be controlled during most of its mission operation including task executions by the robot arm. The free satellite motion without active satellite attitude control is only preferred when a robot arm grasps a free floating object against the satellite platform. Therefore the satellite attitude and antenna pointing must be stable even against the reaction from the robot arm's motion.
This satellite attitude and antenna pointing stability is necessary even if the robot arm stops suddenly. Robot arm must stop when it arrives its destination or detects any danger such as collision with other objects. The satellite attitude control system can not necessarily predict these robot arm's motion. However the satellite attitude and antenna pointing must be stable even against such robot arm's motion. The author of this paper proposed a robot control concept which assures the satellite attitude stability even against these sudden robot arm's motion. Essence of the control concept is to maintain the robot arm's angular momentum within some limits that the satellite's attitude control system can absorb without producing large satellite attitude error.
These discussions were formerly made just on papers. However it becomes the real challenge when National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA) launched a world first robot arm equipped satellite named ETS-VII (Engineering Test Satellite #7) which is shown in Fig.1 on November 28 th , 1997. The satellite carries 2m long robot arm which is teleoperated from the on-ground control station at NASDA Tsukuba Space Center which is located outside Tokyo. The communication between the satellite and the on-ground control station is realized by the inter-satellite communication with a data relay satellite in the geo-stationary orbit.
ETS-VII is composed with two satellites, a chaser satellite named HIKOBOSHI whose weight is 2.5t and a target satellite named ORIHIME whose weight is 0.4t and is used in the rendezvous docking experiments. The robot arm is mounted on the chaser satellite and will handle many experimental payloads on the chaser satellite. The target satellite is also manipulated by the robot arm. Since reactions from the robot arm's motion is not negligible, the coordinated satellite attitude and robot arm control is necessary to stabilize the ETS-VII satellite and to maintain the communication link.
This paper introduces ETS-VII satellite systems and its experiment plan in chapter 2. Chapter 4 discusses experiment results of the coordinated control which were gained from ETS-VII satellite.
ETS-VII satellite
ETS-VII satellite is aimed to develop the rendezvous docking and the space robot technologies. It was launched by NASDA's H-II rocket on November 27 th , 1997. Its orbit is 550km altitude circular orbit in 35 degrees inclination. ETS-VII consists of two satellites named the chaser and the target. Mass of both satellites are 2.5t and 0.4t respectively. Both satellites are flying together in a connected configuration in most of it mission life. The target satellite is released form the chaser during the rendezvous docking experiments and is re-united(docking) again before ending each rendezvous docking experiment. This is to save attitude control fuel of the target satellite. The target satellite is also handled by the robot arm on the chaser satellite.
ETS-VII's robot system
ETS-VII's onboard robot system consists of 6 dof(degrees-of-freedom) robot arm and a set of robot-arm's payloads which are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 . The ETS-VII's robot arm is 2m stretched length and is teleoperated from the on-ground control station in Japan. Teleoperation of the onboard robot arm is done in two ways, the supervised mode and the telemanipulation mode. In the supervised mode, instructions for the onboard robot arm from the on-ground control system are by the task level commands such as "move from A to B at speed C with payload D". The onboard robot control computer will generate robot arm's motion trajectory from this task level commands and then controls the robot arm to realize the trajectory. In the telemanipulation mode, an on-ground operator uses joysticks to instruct the robot arm's motion. Instructions are in a form of the robot arm tip's position and attitude at each 250msec. Then the onboard robot control computer generate 
Satellite attitude control
The onboard satellite attitude control system control the satellite attitude and direction of the antenna. The earth sensor and the gyro based inertial reference units (IRU) are used to measure the satellite attitude motion (the attitude error and the error rate). The reaction wheels are used to generate control torque to correct the satellite attitude error. The gas jet thrusters are used to de-saturate the momentum from the reaction wheels and also to correct the large attitude error that the reaction wheels can not remove.
The communication antenna is mounted on a mast with two gimbals. Direction of the antenna is controlled by calculating direction of the data relay satellite from position of both satellite in their orbits and the attitude of the chaser satellite.
These satellite attitude control and the antenna direction control are managed by the onboard attitude control computer.
Onboard control systems.
As mentioned above, control of the satellite attitude and the onboard robot arm are done by the independent computers. Another onboard computer, the guidance and control computer is used for the rendezvous docking operations. This distributed control approach was selected from the following stand point of view.
• The combined degrees of freedom of the robot arm(6-dof), the satellite attitude (3-dof) and the rendezvous docking(6-dof) are too complicated to be handled by the stateof-arm space borne computers for satellite.
• Satellite attitude control is the already established technology and from the standpoint-of cost saving, using the established technology and equipment is preferable.
• Independent control with minimum interfaces among each other systems has an advantage over the integrated control system in a sense that the development and test of individual systems can be done separately and can be built the satellite quickly. This will lead to the fastercheaper-better mission.
• Requirements for the computation from the satellite attitude control, that for the robot arm control, and that for the rendezvous navigation are different. Requirements for the robot control is tightest while that for the satellite attitude control is moderate and that for the rendezvous docking is intermediate.
Coordinated satellite attitude and onboard robot control system
Since control of the satellite attitude and that of the robot arm are done by the separate computers, coordination between these control system is necessary. It is realized as follows.
(1) On-board robot control system • generates the robot arm's trajectory from the robot teleoperation commands from the on-ground control station and controls robot arm's joints to realize the trajectory.
• estimates the angular momentum which the robot arm will produce during next attitude control cycle and sends it to the onboard satellite attitude control computer • checks the satellite attitude control status and if the estimated angular momentum is too large, stops the robot arm's motion. (2) On-ground robot control system • plans tasks of the robot arm and generates the robot teleoperation commands • checks the robot teleoperation commands whether they will not generate excess angular momentum which the satellite attitude control system can absorb. If they are too large, reject sending them.
• monitors motion of the onboard robot arm and the satellite platform (3)Onboard satellite attitude control system • measures the satellite attitude error and the error rate • controls the satellite attitude using reaction wheels and gas jet thrusters to keep the attitude error and the error rate within the required limit • calculates the direction of the data relay satellite and direct the communication antenna to that direction.
• receives the estimated angular momentum of the robot arm's motion from the onboard robot control computer and conducts the feed-forward angular momentum cancellation. (4) On-ground satellite attitude control system (part of the satellite tracking and control system)
• monitors satellite's status. (In nominal situations, control of the satellite attitude is a function of the onboard satellite attitude control system. In case of malfunctions, onground control system sends commands to modify configurations of the onboard systems and to save the satellite.)
These functions on on-board and onground system are shown in Fig.- The first order out of plane bending of the chaser's solar panel is the lowest resonance frequency. However it is well separated from the bandwidth of the satellite attitude control system which is lower than 0.1Hz. The resonance frequencies of the robot am and the antenna are higher than this.
Experiment results

Experiment plan
Many experiments are being conducted on ETS-VII such as the rendezvous docking and the telemanipulation of the onboard robot arm. However this paper handles only the coordinated robot arm and the satellite attitude control experiments. The experiments are conducted as follows.
• Identification of the satellite dynamics • Evaluation of the satellite attitude control system's capability • Coordinated satellite attitude control experiments which absorbs robot arm's reaction • Evaluation of the stability of the coordinated feed forward satellite attitude control • Coordinated robot arm control experiments which will not generate excess satellite attitude disturbances • Robot arm control while the satellite attitude is not controlled
System identification
In analyzing satellite dynamics and control, the moment of Inertia (MOI) of the satellite, the resonance frequency and the dumping ratio of each resonance frequency are important. However these parameters are difficult to measure in the gravity field on the earth when the flexible appendages such as solar panels deployed. Therefore identification of these parameters were done in-orbit. Fig.-5 shows reaction wheel's momentum and the satellite attitude rate against the robot arm's motion. Since external force/torque such as the gravity gradient torque which acts on the satellite is small and its accumulation as the angular momentum in a short time period as is the case of Fig.-3 is negligible, the angular momentum conservation law can be applicable between the robot arm's angular momentum(harm) and the satellite's angular momentum (Is ws ) including the reaction wheel's angular momentum (hw).. From this figure, it can be found that the reaction wheel is working at its full capability from 1076sec to 1114sec and the maximum output torque is 0.125Nm. From the satellite attitude motion at this period, the moment of inertia (Is) of the satellite can be calculated as follows. Is = (harm -hw ) / ws = 4200 kgm 2 This value is exactly same with the value which was predicted by analysis before the launch of the satellite.
The resonance frequency of the flexible appendage can be got by FFT of the satellite angular velocity data. The first order out of plane bending of the solar panel is the lowest resonance mode and was measured as 0.35Hz. Since the analytical data of this is 0.33Hz, this measurement agrees quite well with the designed data. Details of this analysis will be presented in other paper. 
Coordinated satellite attitude control
When the coordinated satellite attitude control is activated, the angular momentum of robot arm is estimated by the robot control computer and is sent to the satellite attitude control computer. The satellite attitude control computer then conduct the feed forward angular momentum cancellation beside the feed-back control based on the satellite attitude determination. The reaction wheels are used as the attitude control actuators when the robot arm motion is moderate. The gas jet thrusters are used when the robot arm motion generates larger angular momentum which the reaction wheels can not absorb.
The angular momentum of the reaction wheel (hw ) and the satellite attitude error (Pitch angle) against the robot arm's angular momentum (Harm) is shown in Fig.-6. (the first half till 900sec is by the feed back control and the after 900sec is by the coordinated reaction wheel control). The coordinated control shows the better attitude control performance than the conventional feed back satellite attitude control. Satellite attitude and reaction wheel's angular momentum against robot arm motion(The feed back control till 900sec, coordinated control after 900sec) Similar experiments were conducted when the gas jet thrusters are used. Fig.7 shows the chaser satellite's attitude motion when the robot arm handled the target satellite. The conventional feed-back control was used till 1100sec, and then the coordinated control was used. The satellite's attitude error became about 1/10 by the coordinated control. The feed-forward angular momentum cancellation showed better satellite attitude control in the previous section. However we should be careful that the feed-forward control does not guarantee the stability of the system. Fig.8 shows an example. The robot arm was controlled by the feed-back control till ** sec, and then the fee-forward control was employed. The satellite attitude error became worse. This can be explained by Fig.9 and Fig.10 . Fig.10 show satellite attitude motion in a phase plane of the satellite attitude and the attitude rate. Fig.9 is a case when the robot arm stops after a short period of motion and Fig.10 is a case when the robot moves for relatively long period.
In these two cases, the satellite attitude motion becomes different by the difference of the robot arm motion's duration even if the initial conditions such as the initial satellite attitude status and the robot arm's speed. It is necessary to assure the satellite attitude stability even if the robot arm stops at any timing. It is relatively easy to estimate the influence of the robot arm's start operation. However it is impossible to predict when the robot arm will stop. The robot arm has to stop at any timing when it find some collision or other problems which restrain its operations.
The feed-forward control decrease the satellite attitude error in most cases. But in some cases, the satellite attitude error become larger than the feed-back control such like the case of Fig.10 . In Fig.10 the solid line (Line-A) shows the satellite attitude motion when the feedback control is used. The Line-B shows that when the feed-forward control is used.
In order to avoid such situation, it will be useful to introduce the gain scheduling or just simply a limitter before the attitude control actuator. This is simply verified by the computer simulations.
Conclusions
This paper introduced the coordinated satellite attitude and onboard robot arm control which is mandatory in realizing the robot satellite. The proposed control concept was tested on NASDA's ETS-VII satellite and showed good control performance.
